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The second workshop session consisted of seven technical presentations on produced water evaporation technologies. Presentations were provided by Fountain Quail Energy Services, Gradiant Energy Services, Logic Energy Solutions, Neptune FS Global, Poseidon Saltwater Systems, Purestream and Veolia. The presentations are posted on OWRB’s website: www.owrb.ok.gov/pwwg.

**Fountain Quail Energy Services**: NOMAD™ and Modular Base Plant (BMP)™ Systems

**Gradiant Energy Services**: Carrier Gas Concentrator (CGCTM)™

**Logic Energy Solutions**: Submerged Combustion Thermal Process

**Poseidon Saltwater Systems**: Enhanced Evaporation

**Purestream**: Flash Evaporation Technology

**Veolia**: The Modular Bulldozer Design (MBD)™ System